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~ OF THE SPRING DECUS SYMPOSIUM - 08/8 Special Interest Group Activities 

Most of the material in this item comes from a report written by Doug Wrege 
for the call for papers foz· the Fall U.S. SJDIPOsium.. 

An increased effort was made at the Spring Sympo~ium to coordinate panel. dis
cussions and workshops following groups of papers in a given area. There was 
a time-sharing panel, a high level languages 'Workshop, traditional. PDP-8 family 
workshop, and the familiar 00/8 Special Interest Group meeting. There was a 
great deal of interest in time-sharing or .mul.ti-user or foreground/background 
type applications, both West Virginia University and Georgia Tech reported on 
work in this direction. 

In the languages session a new ~ntermediate level language called BLl..f> was 
discussed. It is somewhat l.ike a simple version of BLISS-li. It gives an 
intermedia.te level language between something J.ike FORTRAN and something more 
like HUB. The generated code is PALS code. There was also a great deal. of 
discussion and interest in OS/8 FORTRAN IV. Enough to possibly warrant a 
separate session for it at the next meeting. There was a Traditional. Products 
session which consi ~ted almost entirely of pre PDFSe users of PDP8' s and 
PDP12's. A very active and interactive session with Bob Reed from DEX'! Tradi
tional Products was the result. There was much inter~st expressed in forming 
a Special Interest Group to represent the traditional computers within DECUS. 
I't has been concJ.uded that for the moment this group can be a part of our OS/8 
Special Interest Group b~cause almost all current Traditional Products are in 
the 12 bit families. Therefore, I have included the fir~t input from N. S. 
Kendrick WLO hD£ been asked to act as coordinator for these activities to get 
the group going. Old timers will remember his activities going back many years, 
to the days of the original PDp-8. We p18 .. n to initially publish this informa
tion in our Newsletter, along with al.l other PDP-8 and PDP-12 related 
information. The trend seems to be away from strict concentration on OS /8 and. 
more towards representing the entire spectrum of PDP-8 and PDP-12 problems and 
interests. Your inputs on this ar~ solicited. Is this trend go, bad, or does 
it make no difference to the future strength and viability of the as/8 SIG? 
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Before leaving for Miami we were afraid there would be very l.ittle equipment 
from the PDP-8 and PDP-12 fam11.y. We knew only that we would have available 
a small PDP-8e with TDSe DECtapes for the sake of tape duplication. That 
machine arrived but much to our surprise Traditional Products arrived with a 
newly configured PDP-12 that they usee. to announce that the PDP-12 had become 
a Traditional Product and that they intended. to support it. The users found 
the 12 very usef'u1. After hurried calls back home we got LINCtapes sent to 
Miami (no one had thought to bring an;r) so that we had some sof'tware to run 
on the 12. 

A COS-nO system a.1so appeared. Some of thE! DEC system software peopl.e and a 
coupl.e of users got together aDd worked up E. de:r.>nstration of a very sma.:u 
network using some of this hardware. A pail' of high speed serial interfaces 
appeared and were plugged into two of' the PItP-8 I s to connect them. Some soft
ware was installed on both machines to implEment a mi.ni..'CD8~ "DECNET" between 
the two machines. Rl'S8 was run in both machines with OS /8 running in the 
background in each case. The machine with c,nly DEctapes utilized the ~et~ork 
to access one of the floppy disks on the COfi-n.O system and use it as its 
system device. An.er that the interruptablE! TD8e DECtape handler called SD8 
(see last Newsl.etter) -was modified into an It!l.'S8 task and installed on the 
TD8e system a..ld it demon~i;rated i-{.,ti ability to utilize the TDSe DECtapes wh:.J.e 
rlJnnjng under RTS8 and conannnicating on the network. IncidentaJ..ly, this net-
work aetuaJ.ly .ran faster than the PDP-ll ne1;work that DEC was official.ly 
demonstrating at the meeting. The reported reason :for this was that there 
were scme sort of bugs in the PDP-ll system:. but the PDP-8 software worked 
first try. 

HELP! 

As you all. know, this Newsletter is publish~~d too infrequently. The main 
reason is that it's a. lot o~ work. If I bacl a regular input of ready to use 
items we could publish on a regular, f::-equellt schedule.. Individual. items and 
regular col.umns can be submitted. Anytime'1:;here is enough material th'1t does 
not require re-writing and editing to fol.'m -t;he nucleus of an issue I will add 
""hat I can ~d get it to llECUS immediately. 

There ar~ a couple of guidel.ines to observe When writing articles for the 
Newsl.etter .. 

1. The DECUS Board MS a non-commercial:i.zation policy that requires 
emphasis be on technical rather than conmercial. content. The Board 
abo requires that prices not be givf~n. However, it is all right 
to mention if a charge is made for Wl. item. 

2. Due to the high cost of printing alld mailing we need to try to keep 
Newsletter articles short. DEeUS 'UllIierwrites all the Newsletter 
costs but as more SIG's form and pu~Tish Newsletters the DECUS Boards 
will have to take closer looks at thf~ ~osts involved. If we all do 
our pari; to minimize ~osts we can kef~p this valuable channel of com
munication open and unrestricted. 
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OS/8 SIG GROWTH 

I recentl.y reviewed the SIG n:ailing list and :found that we have 5rown to over 
liOO members '. ~'~re than 200 I::>f' the members are in Europe. The availability of 
this ini'o!'JDation sorted by geographical area makes it much easier to he1p get 
Local Users Groups going. 

The membership list is considered conf'idential information by DEGUS. Access 
to it is restricted aDd re~es a non-disclosure agreement but if you are in
terested 5 n forming a Local Users Group contact me and we will work something 
out to get you the necessary information to get going. 

FROM N. S. KENDRICK, JR~ - TRADITIOlmJ. 8-FAMILY S.l.G. 

-The inter-est shown at the Miami Symposium in updating the ol.de~ famiJ..y o~ 8 
products l.ed to the suggesti.on of a SIG de"fl'oted to eff'orts to maintain program 
capability across the product line. Considerable interest was also shown in 
acceptabl.e hardware modifications to the 8/ e group. For the present, at least, 
it would seem advisable to operate as a subset of the OS/8-RTS/8 group ~:!.nc£: 
these systems provide the main motivation f'or such 'Work. I will try to serv~ 
as do clearing house f'or this information and pass on a digest to Hassinger for 
inclusion in these Newsl.etters. If' those of you who tinker with the nuts and 
bolts of the operating systems will J;8ss along your results to me maybe we 
won't all invent the same wheel. too many times: (We may even come up with a 
round one once in a while.) 

Work in our laboratories at present is directed toward the follOwing goals, 
hopefu.ll.y to be complete by the FaJ.l. meeting in Los Angeles: 

1. Implement~;tion of' the BS'"\Il instruction on the plain 8 (can't call it 
classic anymore) and the 8/1-12 group. The 8/1 seems to be very 
simpl.e :from a cursory examination of the prints. 

2. A complete re-do of' the memory extension-time share module for the 
8/e incorporating a more intelligent trap as outlined at the ~ 
meeting. The design work on this is well under way. 

3. Modification of the RTS/8 executive to make use of the new trap. 

4. The trap modifications to the 3/1-".'2 group. 

Your suggestions a.nd help would be a.ppreciated. 

I have recentl.y received a communication from J. Floris Anthoni of' The Nether
lands on their MUTIl."I -8 real time foreground/time sharing background operating 
system which seems very interesting. As best as I can decifer Dutch his 
address is Medical Biological Laboratory TNO, Lange Kl.eineg 39, P. o. Box 45, 
Rijswijk, The Netherlands. This is a new hardware/software system similar to 
some of the ideas discussed at Miami. 
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SWEDISH IOCAL 08/8 USERS GROUP ACTIVITY 

Lars Pa.L.iler writes me that the. SwediFh 08/8 I!UG is trying to construct a 
prilrltive library for primitive programs. What they intend is to construci a 
simple cir~J1ation list of programs and rcutines which are mostly not docu
mented to the standard. necessary to submit to TJEGUS which might be :for other 
reasons not submittable to DECUS. These reasons might include suell things as 
authors 'We.llting to get a reim.bl.4rsement fo~ -cheir work, or because there is sene 
sort of bug in the program which makes it UT..LSuitable for DECUS submission. 
They are presently experimenting 'With an u1.lso:phisticated circulation list sorted 
acc~rding to the DECUS category codes, and which includes information like pro
gramming language, cost bracket for the program, sta,ndard of documentation, and. 
the au"thorts name and address. It is up to the individual interested in the 
p~ogram to contact -the author,.. They do not intend to do any kind of distribu
tion themselves of' anything except for the information on the list. This is a 
good. t=:Xam.ple of how a. Local. User Group can provide help for the users in an 

-a-rea, and it also demonstrates how the Special Interest Group as a whole Can 
help various users to exch3Ilge programs when they cant t submit them to DECUS 
:for whatever reason. 

ADV~1iCED 08/3 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS 

Sinr!~ the last Newsl.etter the hopes for DEC spori~ol·ed OS/8 development beyond 
the ~~ent1y planned maintenance update on OS /8, (which is supposed to include 
HAeHEL and its loader) seem to have dimmed due to lack of support among the 
var:I .. ous product lines at DEC. User interest seems to continue, however. It 
may eventua.l.ly turn out that the users will end up doing their own development 
again if' DEC doesn't get busy. . 

Just recently I received a note from Clyde Roby outlining some of his ideas 
for su.~h a new systen. C~e's suggestions include the following: 

1.. It shouJ.d "be OS /8 compatible at least for ASCII sources. 

2. Tbe directory should be expandable (or at least expanded) beyond the 
pres ent size. 

3 . The T.e"-." system. shouJ.d be integrated into an RTS8 type environmen-... 

4. It would require at least l2K,4K for tile RTS8 part and 8K for the 
new monitor. It probably could require 16K of memory as most people 
can now a.fford that much m.emory with m.emory prices coming down the 
way they are. 

5. An RTS8 environment allows many nice features such as (a) there should 
be a system task call to get/put characters to any device. It should 
be set up so that all devices w<Yl1.d have the same call. to get/pIt a 
character. This would make for very device independent I/O. (b) A 
spooling task may be inserted between the user call. and the active 
device drivf.=::: tack to spool I/O. (Note that there has already been some 
work done on a line printer spooler which runs in the present OS/8-
RTS8 ~onfigura.cion). 
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6. If the system were set up correctly an entixe system should reside in 
a .SV file. Users could make specialized systems for their own 
different types o:f applic6.tions. They lJlight be similar to the present 
ly files but would be .SV files which would be "bootstrapped" too. 

7. As far as command language syntax goes it would be nice to be com
patible acrOSE DEC f S ma:i.n f'rame line as much as possi"ole. (Note: DEC 
is presently working on def'ining a new comma.nd language standard which 
will be distinctly different from any of their ~xisting command 
languages. More about this later.) 

8. SCAN and WIIJ) (vis-a-vis the PDP-IO) couJ..d be incorporated into the 
RTS8 part of the system as an overlay task. Users could then implement 
some good programs by calling them via a system task call. 

9. About security: As on other DEC software systems for the other main 
:fra.m.~s there should be programner!project numbers, passwords, and :file 
access ~~ords (read only, deletable, write only, etc.) similar to 
DOS-ll, TOPS-lO, etc. 

1.0. The system shou...r..d be as real-time as possible with an RTS8 ty.t;>e fore
ground but where TD8c DECtape and floppy disks are concerned true real 
time may be a luxury. 

li. No time-share trap should be used! All system ca.l..ls should be direc-t 
to RTS8. 

Clyde is trying to get his version of LPTSPL ready soon but he says the work 
load at Georgia Tech is pretty heavy. Also, Clyde suggests there might be in
terest in a special. category in the DEGUS cataJ.og i"or RTS8 tasks. Does anyone 
have any such tasks as yet and is there any interest in a ~pecial. category of 
this sort? 

MUT...,TI-8 

MULTI-8 is a real time foreground/time sharing background operating system fo~ 
the PDP-8. Flo} is Anthoni recently sent me a copy of Ct manu ~cript which 
describes this system in over-view. He has been writing it over the l.ast couple 
of years or so. It has much of the same real time, multi-task <.:epability that 
RTS8 provides, and like RTS8 it alsc· provides the abil.i ty to run OS /8 in the 
background. What is different is ~nb.t the background OS/8 can be multi-user, 
that is there are multiple OS/8 ~o't ') that are swapped in -'"he background so that 
you effectively g~t a tim.e'~$hared l'S/B system plus e" re8.l time foreground 
capability. One of the more interesting features of the foreground cap:l.bili tJ 
is that chere are swappa.hle tasks which are kept in a sort of a library on the 
disk and they 2·re brought in when they aye requi:rcd. The most int~.;~:,esting 

t'eatu"t"e here is that they are not required to load into specific core locations, 
as with the new version of RTS8 but rather the tasks are org~.ni.zed in a page 
relocatable way ·which is very efficient and very simple to use. 'rhe system 
allocates core dynami...:ally at the time that tasks are loaded, :'Uld it fre~s the 
space used when the task terminates itself. I am hoping to be a~: e to get more 
information on this system and tc explore what sort of plans the auth0r has ::':>r 
making it available before the nE:OCt Newsletter. 
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STANDARDIZING FOREGROUND lOT's FOR OS/8 EACKGROUNl) rnOGRAMS :R.m.~G UNDER 
F~8 AND OTHER FOREGROUND/Mrt{GROUND OPERATmG SYSTEl-E . 

As more a.:.1d more foreground/background type software is written and becomes 
availabl.e, there is an inf!J"'ea.sing need to a,gree on some sort of conventions for 
as~igning the lOT codes that are used to make callE to the foreground or 
operating systelD.. The same type of calls are presently made by the TSsB (EDU
system 50) sof'tware. These calls are siltilar to the type of calls one might 
make to a larger canputer' s operating system, but they are implemented as 
psuedo lOT's in the typi.cal PDP-8 system. because the instruction trap is 
normally used to implement such a systeIIi. and it provides the most convenit::l1.t 
way to conum.mica.te :from. the background progrom to the foreground. Presently 
we have RTS8, MULTI-8 has been announced, OmI is working in this area, EDUcomp 
is developing a similar sort of system, and various people are writing routines 
t~ go ~d.th RTS8 ~d other simiJ.a.r environm··:nts. In each case arbitrary selec
t5.ons are being made by the authors for the lOT codes. Obvio't"..SJ.y in the future 
there wiD. be .ma.ny conflicts unless we can agree on conventions. If you are 
working ill this area., or have ideas, please send them along and we will try to 
coordinate ~d gain scme sort of agreement on how to ap-.,t?roach this issue. 

CUSTOMIZING CeL FOR YOUR INSTALIATION 

Lars Palmer has included in his most :recent letter to ~e some information about 
how his in~t~tion has customized their version of eCL to suit their uses and 
their mode of operation. He thinks that this sort o~ in:fo:I"ll'\..ation would be 
usef'uJ. from .ma.x;y different USel.·S as each ittsta11a.ti0n has their own special 
needs. His changes are as follows: 

1. In their sy~tem (which is a disk system with a floating point pro
cessor) their main software is FORTRA1-1 IV. To optimize FORTRAN IV 
usage they have made sevt?ral modifications to eeL. 

P.. The TECO and MAKE commands default to FORTRAIi (.?r extension). 

B .. 14 call to FRTS on the ., ID extension has been added ;;0 the system. 

c. The default mode alt-mode in the EXECUTE command :L2.R been removed. 
They find that it causes a lot of troub~~ oeca11.se it leads to 
(1) the annoying forgetting of file specifications with FORTRAN IV 
and (2) he has had diffiC"ulties as mentioned elsewhere finding a 
way to pass an al.t-roode in the BATCH file. 

D. They have changed the order of searching for fUe name i!1 such e~ 

way that the EXECUTE cOlliiIland always defaults fir5t to the .LD then 
to the .RL and ~inally to the .Y£ extensions and then to ·the other 
file name extensions that are normally checked. ~lis mean~ tr~t 

he gets the sort o~ operation that you would probably like best in 
a FORTRAN environment.. If a .LD file exists then it is executed 
directly and so on down the line. If only a .. Fl' file exists it 
will be compiled and loaded and ex~~ted, etc. 
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E. They have mocified the COMPILE and EXECUTE commands in such a waJ· 
that thedefa'Ult output fil.e is on DSK:. This means that it is 
possible to do a COMPILE T]3T followed by an EXECUTE TEST which 
will pick up t!1e compiled version., What is happeuing here is that 
normally the default onput fj~e for some of these commands is SYS: 
rather than DSK: and in a system. wher~ these two names refer to 
different devices, you normally can't do what you would like. I 
find this true :in my DEC-tape system in particular where the distinc
tion between the two devices is the normal way of operating the 
system. 

2. They have found the Dl"'LETE canmand is very dangerous, particuJ.arly in a 
disk system where it executes very quickly. Files disappear before you 
have a chance to think a.bout what is happening. This is even more so 
where they have a 2400 baud conso1e on -wilicb the file names go by very 
fast as they are outpnt from the delete function or FOTP. Therefore, 
they have included tne /Q option in the DElETE command so that it always 
forces you to answer "yes" or fT-lOtI to each delete. In order to allow 
for del.eting in those cases where you are sure o.f what you want to do, 
such as in a PATCH file, they incl.ude. a new command which they call 
KILLX whi~h works the wa~· the old yzrsion of the DEIETE command works. 
F:)ug 'Wrege' s newest version of' DECsystem-8 has made a slight change to 
'the DELRfE command also. WbenlOu specify a delete of a single file 
(i.e., no wild card specifications) he goes ahead and deletes the file 
in the normal way. But when you specif'y wild card specifications so 
that considerable numbers cf files might be deleted, then the /Q option 
is automatica1.1.y forced. 

3. 1"he DATE command has been implemented in such a way that it runs a 
special BA.SIC program. which writes a TECO MACIi0 which includes toqay's 
date. Then when you do a TODAY file-name, TECO will do the normal EB 
on the fil.e but wii;h today's date inserted a3 a comment at the top of 
file. 'l'he default comment character is a C as in FORTRAN code, but any 
comment letter can be passed to the file. He L.,cJ..udes a listing of the 
13A.SIC program w.i.th his l.ette:;:. If' anyone is interest~d in it let me 
mow and I will send a copy. To make this work he has to inhibit the 
chaining test in B..liSIC. This is done by changing location 7¢rjJ! in the 
BASIC save module to 7'/>'IYIJ (NOP) wi tl: this change the program will work 
i1'. all ~a.ses except if' DATE is given under BATCH. 

4. As mentioned under the paragraph on EXPIP Lars has implemented UPDATE 
and MOVE commands which are very convenient in certain situations. 

5. Le.rs uses an off" -line paper tape punch where paper tape is punched which 
is read in for revision later on the computer. They have a special 
handler which does some editing on the tape as it is read in. This is 
a,ctually a modified version of the new 2-page teletype handler. To 
simplify reading the d&t~ in from the paper tape reader ~hey have 
~lemented a new command FETCH which will simply fetch a file from the 
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paper tape reader giving it the name which is the argument that goes 
with the command. It will use the special. handler by defau1.t. If a fA 
or /B option is given then PIP will use the normal paper tape reader 
handler. 

6. He bas taketl the HUNT ccmnand and arranged it so that it utilizes Clyde 
Roby's PRINTR program for f'onnatted printing of f'il.es on the line 
printer. 

7 . Lars has also implemented a DUMP command which will output in octal. 
f'o:r:m. Doing DUMP A>B will output a listing of the differences between 
files A and B. This is implemented using the program OCOMP which is 
available fran DECUS as 8-608. 

EXPIP 

Lars Pa.lm.er from Sweden has su.bmitted a new version of his EXPIP program to the 
DEeUS Library. It is a PIP type program that has features that neither PIP nor 
FQTP have. It allows wild ca.rd specifications for file name extension in 
particu].ar. It contains several features that are nice for people with two 
DECtape systems that make mo"ring files around more efficient. It has a command 
that permits merging files ¥7hich is sometimes very nice using wild card file 
name extensions. There's all option to transfer files only if there is not a 
fil.e of the same name on the output device with a more recent or the same date 
as the input fil.e and there's aLl option to never transfer a file if there is a 
filt of the same name on the onput device. There is an option to remove the 
input files from the input device after the transfer bas been completed 
succefsfully. Another variation on this is to transfer fil.es only when there 
is a v~re recent version than the version that exists on the onput device. The 
Q option as in FOTP gives you a chance to decide on each individual file and 
you can specify today's date for the new onput file. . The qual.s option lets 
multiple copies of a file to be made. This means that a listing function could 
be implemented to produce several copies of a file on the printer automatically 
from one call. Lars says that using this program he has implemented two new 
commands under 08/8 version 3 and CCL - these axe UPDATE and MOVE. These 
commands do what their name suggests, he says.. UPDATE will write new copies 
of files on the onput device that already exist there in ol.der vers ions and. 
MOVE Wi.l1 do what COpy does but after doing the copy it deletes the input file. 
I find with a l.imited DEC tape system that these comna.nds can be very useful. 

I think we have finally solved the problem the DECUS Library was having with 
EXPIP also.. There have been difficulties with tapes from Lars' part of the 
world coming through unreadab~e.. Something has been happening somewhere along 
the line to same of them but the current tape seems to be all right. 

SOFTWARE UNDER DEVEIAYP!·2N'r BY IARS PArMER 

Lars Palmer has written about several routines that he is working on.. He hopec 
that some of them will be released to DECUS in the future when he has a chance 
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to document them properly. In the meantime, he has sent along a short summary 
of what they are about and if anyone is interested they can contact him. 

1. A small routine :ooET and BPJT which allow you. to utilize the 36 in
dividual. bits in a :floating point word ULder OS/8 FORTRAN IV. The 
routines are called exactly the way CGET and CPUT are. This 
routine allows you. to use a very large number of logical variab1es 
as in a pro~ such as Conway's game of life. 

2. A small routine called FILE SIZE which will cannmn; cate to the 
FORrRAN IV program the size of the different files giVEn at run time. 
It will aJ.so -tell you if a certain file number is associated with 
one of' the internal. handlers built into the run time system. 

3. A number of small routines modeled on the PDP-12 routines avail.able 
in the FORTRAN IV Library but written for the Fl..P-8e digital inter
face. utilizing the routines in a special. patch to the run. time 
system he has also implemented the possibility of reading command 
decoder switches into the FORTRAN program. This makes it possible to 
modify the action of a FORTRAN program. in a BATCH file. At the moment 
the conummication is via the MQ. register but Lars says that it's a 
trivial modification to change this. 

Another program that Lars has functioning wb:ich he will make available to DlOC:US 
as SOO~!l as the docum.ents,tion is produced is a progr-~ for filliD& in forms on a 
high s:peed VT05, a blank version of the form is written and kept in a file. 
The program. displays the blank form on the VT05 face which then is filled in 
appearing write protected in all ~laces except the fields which are to be filled. 
The filled in infor.mation is then written to a file and can be used for further 
editing. He says this gives a very fool proof way of inputting data to be used 
by other programs. The program is written in FORTRAN n and requires 12K and a 
high speed VT05. A disk is an advantage but not necessary. However , it must 
have a second logical OS/8 device besides 8YS:. 

SSP THE! SCIENTIFIC SUB-ROUTINE PACKAGE 

In the l.ast few months there has been a l.ot of interest in the Scientific Sub
routin:e Package which is avai1.a.ble on many computers. I understand it has been 
placed in the public domain by IBM. Apparently it exists in at least two 
differ<ent forms. One for the IBM ll30 and one :ror the IBM 360/370 family. 
Appare':l.tly the 1130 version is a subset of' the. :full version. Dr. Arthur 
Stiennt)n has written to tell me that he managed to convert the 1130 package for 
as/8 FORTRAN IV su~cessf'u1ly. He is pls.IUling to make his work available for a 
nomina.:l fee, I believe. Tom MacIntyre also indicated that some work had been 
done in this same area a.t West Virginia although he has not mentioned any plans 
to .ma.kf~ oJ.. t generally available. Since then I have been talking to Dave Todd, 
who is heading up the efforts of the PDP-10 Main Frame Group to improve the 
PDP-IO part of the DECUS Library. As it so happened, Dave also is the most 
recent submitter of the SSP for the PDP-IO. This is listed in the DEeUS catalog 
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as l.O-lOla now. The difficulty with that package for the rest of us has always 
been that it was only available on 1/2 inch magnetic tape in PDP-l0 FAILSAFE 
format so it 'Was not readily accessible. Dave bas converted the package to 5 
PD?-lO format DECtapes for me. I have converted the files to OS/8 format DEX:
tapes (six of them!) and I have fixed some of the more obvious compatability 
problems. If I can find enough DECtapes I hope to submit the package to DEeUS 
later this summer. 

NEWS FROM OM>I 

Rusty Whitney :from O~I recently wrote me asking to mention in the Newsletter 
that a routine :for reading reD data from a hal.f'-inch MAGtape and aJ..so a routine 
to handle the XI8e plotter which works under OmI's ps/8 FOCAL are both avail
abl.e from Harold Cronin, Code 6<Y~, Naval Weapon Center, China Lake, CaJ..i.fornia 
93555. 

At the Spring Symposium Olof>I al.so revealed that it has been working on a multi
user OS /8 system. No detaUs are ava:il.able as yet and I understand there is 
still deve10pnent work to be done. 

MATERIAL FROM JIM CRARlCHEi"or:m 

Jim has sent along a couple o:f patches for the FY..>RTRAN IV run time system. One 
of them all.ows you to control the INPUT ERROR condition which norma~ly, when 
detected, causes an abort of the program. When you are writing a program that 
is designed to collect data from manual. input and record it in a :fil.e this is a 
bad feature of the system because any input :format error can cause the program 
to abort and then you end up losing all of the data that you input. 

Jim also incl.uded a. set of ODT patches which cause the FORTRAN :run time system 
t:> ignore both the default input format specification and spaces in the input. 
He says that this allows truly :free format input from the keyboard although it 
does not adhere strictly to the FORTRAN specification. Together the two patches 
make a nice data input package for keyboard input to FORTRAN. 

Jim is in the process of making some changes to his version of TECO. He is 
going to try to make it compatib-Le with the DEC version. His work is aimed at 
new features related to I/O that will make it more powerful. than DEC's TECO. 
He plans on such things as multiple input files, square brackets spe~i:fied 
l.ength for the output file commands, and the ability to reset the input :file to 
the beginning. He will also allow a ":" to modi1:Y a fi1e command so i't returns 
a succeed or fail. code rather than. g:i. ving an error. Jim is interested in 
suggestions :for changes or additions in connection with this work. Anyone 
interested can reach him. at Frelan Associates, P.O. Box 25S, Menl.ow Park, 
California 24025,. Jim has also included a fix :for his program. FUTIL which is 
in the DECUS Library. 
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INFORMATION FROM REVEREND CHASE 

Reverend C-eof'frey Chase from the Portsmouth Abbey School wrote recent1y to mcite 
a couple of suggestions and to pass on a coding technique which be has found 
usef'u1. First, he noted the error in the recent Digital So:t'r..are News in a 
patch to CREF which was stated as a 7014 when it should be a 7012. Second, 
Reverend Cb:ase suggests that in the future DEC should do e()J4~h~g to m&ke the 
length of the string that you can pass to DECO using the MUNG "!omnand longer. 
Apparently when the MI.JNG command was designee. no one ant!.cipated the need to 
pass longer strings, but i't seems possi.ble to do it. 

Reverend Chase wondered about \..ihat the system. does when you l.oad· a handler over 
a previously loaded handler. The documentation seems lacldng .)n this point. 
As an example, if you were to load the LP.r: handler over the lJ.ECtape handler 
what wouJ..d happen. It turns out that the system. is clever e!lough to know to 
delete all. 8 entry points of the i'C~ handler from its residency table. Oddly 
enough very f'ew people rea11y know that this is true. Apparently it was put in 
the code back in the PS /8 days and it f S been there ever since waiting till it 
was needed. Reverend Chase has passed along a neat coding trick which many 
people are not aware of for OS/8 FORI'RAN II. As you know, OS/8 FORTRAN II in
tegers are limited to 12 bits. Reverend Chase's coding technique gives a quick, 
easy, fast .-ay to take the integer part of floating POint numbers which of 
course can give a 6 digit magnitude. His demnstration program for computing 
prime numbers a..1so gives a quick W'8J to get a vertical. tab on the te1etype. 

NOTE FRCM BILL KAUFMAN 

Bill KaUL"'mn from Mobil Research and Deve10pnent has sent along informat;.on 
which .includes the following: A version of' LIBS.RL which includes his software 
to use the PDP-8e FAE :for subscri~~ing, integer mu1tiply and divide, 27-bit 
fioating mu1tip1.y and 23-bit ~noa.ting divide (both using the standard FORTRAN 
II format). I/O device 1 obtains input :from the batch file when batch is 
active. Devi.ce 3 supports I/O to an ADDS 880 page buffered CRT, and devices 
5 and 6 represent TC58 tape drives r/J and 1. This handler writes 80,80 EBCDIC 
with bl.ocking of only records that are less than 80 characters. 

Bill has also sent a 310w running cross-reference program written as a TECO 
~CRO for use on FORTBlN II programs which produces an interesting side-by-side 
type of listing With both the FORTRAN and part of the assemb1y code listed. 

LETTER FROM ALBRECHT LOMMEL 

Mr. Lomnel from. Zuri!:h bas written to tell us about some contrihutions he has 
made to the library and to inquire about the possibility of the availability 
o:f certain FORTRAN IV software. He has submitted four programs to the 1. ibrary. 
First, "FASTAD"fast data collection, "WDAT..~"f'or writing 12-bi.t binary data in the 
form of' normal 256 word 08/8 blocks on the system. device, "RDATA" to read this 
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data under FORTRAN II and "TTnO" the necessary I/O package :for serving the 
teletype. He says he would like to know whether any of the FORTRAN IV use:r-s 
has software ror the PJ)Ol-AP AID converter and whether they have changed the 
necessary modul.es in the FORTRAN IV package so that the real time capabil.ities 
:for data acquis i tioti can be used with this type or converter. 

SUGGESTIONS AND C~ FROM DR. G. M. HODGSON 

Dr. Hodgson recently wrote with several suggestions and ideas. Among others 
he 'Was interested in the idea o:f reviewing DECUS Library materials. He 
suggests a review sbeet for use in reviewing pro~ that would include the 
following information: 

1. The reviewer's equip:nent configuration and version of the software 
used to assemble the DECOS progr.am. 

2. The experience of the reviewer. 

3. Problems found with the program when compiling, loading, starting 
up, rnnnjng, input/output, and accuracy results. 

4. Restrictions found that are not notE:d. 

5. Comments on adequacy of write-up. 

6. Corrections, suggestions, patches, additions, changes to the program. 
or write-up. 

7 . Recommen~tion for retention in library. 

He suggesiB that if this information is to be valuable it needs to come from a 
broad base. Once a sufficient number of replies f'or a particular. program have 
been received, a summary evaluation form could be prepared. It should indicate 
how many persons had evaluated the program. This would be attached to the 
program write-up. Once the re..,~ew process was underway an evaluation sheet 
would be se~t out with ea~h program when ordered. Periodic updating of' the 
evaluation would be included • Alternatively the evaluator could request his 
comments be 8,dded to the summary sheet if' he thought his problem with the 
program was severe. If the evaluation indicated the program was to be eliminated 
from the library, the author would have the option to correct and re-submit it. 
An evaluation process might limit the number of progrwms submitted but 
Dr. Hodgson thinks that they would be of higher quality. Some of this sugges
tion parallels earlier efforts but perhaps with new emphasis it could be made 
to work better than it did in the past. Some of his ideas mayor may not be 
popuJ.ar. I thiIL~ though that this is a good place to start on gathering ideas 
on the subject and I'm still soliciting more inpu~s from everyone who has an 
interest. 
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Dr. Hodgson also suggests that we neet: "'. process to alert users to updates of 
programs. The cost of such a review process might increase the price of the 
DEClJS service charges, he thin1

-:, However, he suggests that if the result is 
a more reliable progr,am that the Aigner cost would be offset by less time 
spent getting the program. to operate. This l.dea comes up from time to time, 
that of asking DECUS to find a way to alert people who ha'Te previously received 
a copy of a program. to updates of it. If you find that is scmething that you 
think would be valuabl.e for the l.ibrary to try to do, let me know. It would 
require .... .:>nsiderable effort on the part of the staff that operates the library 
and would most likely increase c")sts of operation of the library substantially, 
but it t s possible that there a..re enough users who want thi s service so that it 
should be considered. 

Dr. Hodgson has made several. suggestions regarding improving the quality of the 
write-ups that go with library progl.1UD.s. First, he would encourage including a 
now diagram with the listing so as to enable users to understand hOlf the 
program was designed and aid in locating the problems as they occur. And 
second, if the program makes calculations the author should include a test 
problem with its resu1ts. This will speed acceptance in checking the program 
by the new user. I find now diagrams are hard for some people to prepare and 
some programs would be quite difficult to f'u1.1y document in that way, although 
certainly «e should encourage it wherever possible. Do you think that requiring 
r.LOW diagrams is worthwhile considering that such a requirement might discourage 
submissions? I certainly agree with Dr. Hodgson :>n the second point. Authors 
shoUld provide a generous supply of examples and tests that a user can run to 
verifY that tb~ program is working and to see how it is intended to be used, at 
leas"':. for some simple test cases. Many of' the widely recognized 08/8 submis
sionb . n the library have such examples and I think the poplllarity of' the 
programs have been enhanced 1.;y the availability of the examples. 

The final area that Dr. Hodgson is interested in regards the problems of a new 
user. E: finds, fo"Z' instance , that as a new user it's bard for him to dis cover 
how PAIB difference differs from PAL3, PALD, or PAllO, or how FOCAL 8 differs 
from FOCAL 1968, FOCAL 69, or FOCAL W, or even how OS /8 differs from. PS /8 . 
Al.so learning things such as the <1ifference between a PDp~ and tha earlier PDP-
8' s • He needs to know what sort of software d: fferences there are between the 
machines. He says that he's not aware of any source of this sort of informa
tion although he suspects that some of it might be available in a DEC training 
course, but in ~ny cases people don't get to go to those training courses 
because of the way they purchase their systems, or because they aren't the first 
person to U$)e the system, and the training credits have been used up. Basically 
the f,roblem here is help for the new user. This seems to be an area that the 
Special Interest Groups can help with considerably. What we could to is to ask 
for volunteers in various parts of the country to offer a little bit of help, 
perhaps on the phone, to new users who need it and to make infor~tion available 
to new users as to who the volunteers are who wil~ give theD' advice and answer 
their qu.estions. It seems that this is useful judging from the experience of 
other user g!"cups. Supposedly DEC software support gives this kind of help but, 
in general, it doesn't work out too well because the software support people 
really don't seem to know that much about OS /8 either. As we hopefully build 
up some Local User Groups within the OS/8 Special Interest Group they could be 
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fe;cuses for this sort of help. If' we get some volunteers we may be able tv 
name a HELP coordinator and that part of'the as/8 SIG might choose to sponsor 
or organized a tutorial session at each DECUS Symposium ~o help the new users. 
This is now being done in the case of the PDP-IO sessions, for instance. 

NOTE FReU I. !-1. T»iPLE'IDN 

Mr. Templeton has sent a short note wbich I will attach to the Newsletter 
which he thinks may be of interest to 08/8 users who have a. simpl.e cassette or 
tape unit for backup storage. The device he refers to in his article is a 
Progressive Systems "ZIPPER" cassette unit for which he has record and replay 
device ha.nd1ers avai.:.a.bl.e also. 

8m t S FROM IAR3 PALMER 

Lars PaJ..mer bas written with a summary of sane SPR's that he had submitted to 
~c from time to time - He has not received answers to these SPR' s .. 

l.. It is impossible to pass an alt-mode (dollar sign) :from the EXECUTE 
command under BATCH to a FOBTBAN IV program. This:is a restriction 
of the system which DEC has ansv ~red but Lars is not satisfied with 
their answer. He says that it means that it is impossible to run a 
FORTRAN program under BATCH which requires file input.. (Note: Check 
Digital Sofiw.ve News, April. '75, for possible solution.) 

2. Certain restrictions exist in CREF when it is used with BALF input. 
In HALF it is possible to have a symbol foliowed by a comma in places 
where it is not the definition 01" the symbol. CHEF misinterprets 
this and will take the latest such reference to be the defining of 
the variable. 

3.. There are some problematic restrictions in RALF.. Certain codes will 
not assemble properly. In scme cases RALF wil.1 assemble a two-word 
reference when it should assemble a one-word raference. It will also 
sometimes give a redefinition error when there is no redefinition in
volved. He has sent an SPR on this question but has not received an 
answer. (Note: Some of this problem may be explained by an obscure 
note in the OS /8 Han.dbook at the bottom of page 5-22. There they tell 
us that the location of the base page via the BASE psuedo op and the 
location of operands using ORG= must be ~efined in the coding before 
an FPP instruction refers to them. When this is true then the short 
form of the instruction is assembled, rather than the long 2-word 
form. Ess~.\J.tially this seems to mean that all of your variable 
storage wa.nts to be defined and your base register p.rea wants to be 
defined before the code that references it. This" f'eature fi of RALF 
C8--Il be most ptl.zzling to a programmer who is 6.ccustuhled to an assembler 
like PALS where it doesn't matter ~hether the sy.mbol is defined before 
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or af"ter the instruction that refers to it. It t s particul.arly surpris
ing because the information that gives you the clue to what is going on 
is so well hidden in the documentation.. Of course this is true of many 
aspects of HALF and I hope we can encourage DEC to do something about 
that.} 

4. If, by mistake, two inputs files a.re defined to the FORTRAN IV compUer 
(when the first one is the only one required) the compiler halts. The 
so1uti~n is a. simpl.e patch which f'ollows: 

6474/XXXX TIrfr!J 
6433/1255 1274 

5. Lars has probl.ems with the FORTRAN II loader which refuses to load 
properly if'there is a software core size set in the machine. As 
00/8 BA.TCH sets the software core size equal. to the PATCH field it 
means that he cannot do a FORTRAN II load under PATCH at the present 
and he does not understand why. (Check: Digita.:L Sof"twa.re News for 
possib1e answer.) 

sm REGARDING FORTRAN IT LINKING LOADER 

This sm was submitted by Albrecht Lamme!. the 20th of March 19{5. The problem 
is that a FORTRAN program which runs under OB/S version 2 correctly does r.ot 
run with the new release - that woul.d be 08/8 version 3. The source of the 
p:~cgr!:.O bas been compiled and reassembled under the new software. The dif'fi.
cul:t-J i:; that the new rel.eas~ cf tbe loader does not seem ·co load the program 
correctly. The new program requires more than 8K and the difficulty seems to 
be that the l.oe.der is not correctly recognizing more than 8lC of core.. He sa;; 'S 

that this version of' the FORTRAN II loadel." was not able to form a correct core 
control block. It was necessary to get a map to insert the explicit e.rguments 
for the monitor SAVE command to get a correct caving of the program on the 
system device. This seems to continue to be true in spUe o~ the f'act that 
the patches for the FORTRAN II compiler SABR and LOADER published ~.n the 
Fehl""lary 1975 Software News have been made. (Note: Digital Sof'twa.re News, 
July '75 FORTBAN II #3 might fix this.) 

sm REGARDING DIFFICULTY WITH 08/8 PATCH ON A 32K SYSTEM 

This St2 was submitted on the 29th of April, 1975. When 08/8 BA..TCH is run on 
a 32K system it sets the soft'War~ core si.ze to the top of field 6 rather than 
the top of field 7. The first problem is that BATCH cannot utilize the entire 
32K system but 'Will only· uti1ize 28K of such a system. The second problem is 
that when BATCH terminates it leaves the software core size set to the top of 
field 6 rather than restoring the full 32K capa,bili ty of the machine. Thus, 
the only way to recover the use of the rest of the core is to use a CORE 
conmand to regain the last space. This must be done manually. The CORE com
mand is illegal undp.r BA.TCH. 
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I have just received an all.Sller to this 8PR dated 26 June ~975 (9 we~!). It 
give!: a temporary fix. If' anyone needs it l4~t me know. 

sm REGARDING A :9UG IN THE 00/8 FORmAN IV lilADER 

I sub!nitted this SPR to DEC on the 29th of April and received an answer very 
quickly. Apparently the a......-tic1e that they SE~nt back as an answer was already 
in preparation at the time the SPR was recei'red. The answer is scheduled. to 
be published in the July, 1'R5 Software News.. The os/8 FORTRAN IV loader 
version 22 does not obey the sof'tware core si.ze correCtly. 

sm REGARDING DOCUMENTATION OF 08/8 FO~ J-:V STATEMENT FUNCTIONS 

This SPR was submi. tted on the 29th of' April., 19{5 and no answer has been re
ceived to date. The as/8 Handbook states that arguments to statement functions 
are "dummy" arguments and then goes on to sa:r that they should not be ref'er
enced cutside the statement :fUnctions. Actuully what happens is that the 
arguments are not what we wouJ.d commonly thillk of' as dummy arguments. The ruune 
used refer to the same variable as the name J:,efers to in the rest of the 
program. In other words, the n scope" of' the arguments inc:tudes the entire 
:program rather than just the statement funct:Lon. This appears to be inconsis
tent with the FO~~ IV standard. You shou.:Ld be careful. when using statement 
functions to make sure the If dummy argument" ~Tariables are referenced no where 
except in ~bat statement function, or e1se you should check th~ generated code 
to be sure that nothing is happening that you had not anticipated 'With respect 
to conflicts in the naming of your variab1es and their storage. 

8PR REGARDING :rHE FORTAN IV COMPILm MAICING :!;RRORS 'WHILE COMPILING STATEMENT 
FUNCTIONS 

This 8PR was submitted 29, April 1975 and no answer has been received to date. 
The FORTRAN IV compiler seems to make compil3.tion errors under certain condi
tions when it is compiling statement :t\m.ctioas. In an exampl.e that was incl.uded 
with the SPR there was a statement function 1si"inition which inCluded a call to 
a function from the l.ibrary. One of the argllUlents given to the library function 
was an argument that had been passed to the sub-routine. If you study the 
compiled code very care:f'u.lly you discover tha.t the internaJ.ly generated location 
of tags gets confused and the program ends up branching to an incorrect location. 
It appears that this problem can be aVOided 'by setting a loca.l variable equal. 
to the argument passed to the sub-routine giving you a local copy of the 
variable. In this case it appears that the compiler does not make the same 
error. 

SPR REGARDnlG THE FORTRAN IV COMPILER 

I submitted this SPR to DEI: on the 29th ~f A];>ril, 1975 and no answer has been 
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received as yet. This SPR involves & very subtle probl.em that took many hours 
to track down. Under certai.n conditions the as/8 FORTRAN IV compLIer generates 
code invol.ving EXTERNAL type variab1.es incorrectly. When the EXTERNAL type 
variable is plJ.ssed as an argument to a. sub-routine, .code which uses ihe value 
of that EAnR.'PfAL variab1e may be incorrect and cause the system to bl.ow up when 
the EXTERNAL routine is caJJ.ed. The conditions under which this hap~ns are 
when the compilar places the storage :for the external type variabla after the 
sixth var:i.s.bl.e in the base register area... Those who have l.ooked carefully at 
the assembly code generated by the FORTBAN IV compiler, and who understa:lc:i. how 
the FPP code -;works know that in sub-routines six: variab1.es are placed in six of 
the first eight base registers and then the balance of the variab1.es are 
pointed to by the registers above that, the dif"f'erence beilig that the FPP can 
use the first eight registers in ways that it cannot use the rest of the 
registers. For this reason, the code that references the f'irst eight registers 
works differently than code that references the other register..... The comJ;Uer 
alloca.tes th~:f'irst six registers first for arrayed type variabl.es because 
those are the on1.y registers that can 00 used to access arrayed type data. 
And, then after all. of' the arrayed type variables are taken care of then the 
cOJIr,Piler starts taking simpl.e, undimension variabl.es, in order that they are 
declared in the argument list. In order to avoid the probl-em that this SPR 
reports it seems necessary to have the total. of the dimensioned variables 
named in the argument list, pl.us the number of EXTERNAL type variables total 
no more than six, and the EXTERNAL type variabl.es shou.1d come before any other 
nondimensioned variab1.es in the argument list. If' you think you have a problem 
with this and you don It see an answer to it from DEC but you don't rea.l.J..y under
stand contact me and I will. try and make it clearer. 
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OPEPJ~TION OF BLOCK-ORIENTED, NON-FILE-STRUCTURED 
STORAGE DEVICES UNDER OS/8 

I. M. Templeton 
Division of Physics 

National Research Council of Canada 
Ottawa, Canada, ~1A ORb 

It appears that the most satisfactory way of sensing an 

end-of-file condition on playback from a block-oriented, non-file
structured device is tor the data to terminate before the playback 

buffer is filled. The rest of L~e buffer is then fiiled with zeros 

and a non-fatal error return taken. This approach necessarily rules 

out use of the /A (Ascii) or /B (Binary) modes under PIP; except fer 

very short files, since the playback buffer is larger in both cases 

than the record buffer. This results in automatic termination after 

one output buffer is replayed. 

The /1 (Image) mode is not subject to this limitation since the 

size of both record and playback buffers is ~e same (640G 8 words, 

or 1310 OS/8 blocks). In this case, however, another problem occurs 

if the stored file is any multiple of 13 10 blocks in length (e~g. CREF.SV), 

since no unfilled buffer end-of-file condition can occur. The system 

then continues to read subsequent files until a terminati~g condition 

is found. This problem can be overcome by artificially increasing 
. ~~e size of any such file by the use of the Ir~n option ~nde:~ r-1P. 

The command *CREFA.SV<CREF.SV/I-16 creates CREFA.SV, l41~ blocks ill 

length, which can be recorded and replayed correctl~' with no change 

in performance~ 
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/BY: 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

JH1 C~APUCHETT£S 
FRELAN ASSOCIATES 
?O. BOX 298 

?ALS-V99 ~6/~~!75 ~AGE 1 

MENLO °Aq~~ CALIFc 94025 

/ THIS PATCH FOq VE~SIO~ 3 OF F~T5 (THE ?UN-~IME 
/ SYSTEN FOq OS/8 FO~T°-AN IV) CHAt'-J3ES THE ACT lOr.; OF 
/ AN IN?UT ERROR (ILLEGAL CHARACTE~S IN THE IN?DT 
/ 5T? ING) ~vHEN THE INPUT DEVI CE I S THE TELETY!'E AND 
/ THE LIBR.,4RY FUNCTION "CHKEOF" HAS BEEN CALLED. 
/ UNDE~ ALL O"r'HER CONDITI ONS~ THE uIN:?TJT Eq~OR'· HESS-
/ AGE IS OUTPUT ~ FOLLO~.JED BY AN E~~Oq T~~CEBACK AND 
/ ABORT TO OS/8. 
/ USAGE OF "CHKEOF" ~·!ITHOTJT THE:S£ !-10DIF I CAT I or,7S 
/ IS DESCRIBED ON PAGES 8-Sg AND 8-51 UF THE 05/6 HAND-
/ SOCK. AS T.fITH THE STrlNDA~D VE~S ION~ ··CHKEOF" t1UST 
/ 3E CALLED BEFORE EVERY FORt'1.L\TTED ~EAD TO ALLo;·;r TEST-
/ ING FOR TP...AT READ. AFTER THE READ~ THE CONTROL VA~-
/ IABLE !iILL INDICATE !,TP:.AT }-L~??ENED DUBING TP~!\T READ 
/ AS FOLLO~ .. !S: 
/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 
/ 

VALUE 

+ 

r-lEAN ING 

ERROR IN It-.J?UT STRING (TTY IN?'UT ONLY) 
ALL INPUT DONE CORRECTLY 
ECF ~~TRL-Z) FROM INPUT DEVICE 

/ ~·jHEN THE VALUE OF THE CONT'qOL VAR IABLE IS NON-
/ ZERO~ THE VALUES OF ALL VARIABLES READ SHOULD BE 
/ CONSIDEqED TO 3E QUFSTIONABLE. 
/ SEE THE NEXT PAGE FOR A SHO?T EXAM?LE ?~OG~Ar.1. 
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/" INPU1~ ERRO·.~" CHANGE FOR F~i S ?ALS-V9B 06/35/75 ?AGE 2 

/C D'C:OG?.!&l TO TEST CH..t\NGE: TO IN?UT E?RO:q HANDLER 
/ 
/100 
/ 1 10~) 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/21 ;, 
/1 1 13 
/ 
/ 
/1123 
/ 

r,p~rrE C~.1 1100) 
F 0 '!'"'?1A T C .. 3 I t,t?UT VALUE ~ • " ) 

srJH= 1 
DO ~93 1=1,,1000 

~.J P. I T E C 0" 1 1 1 0 ) I 
FORHAT (I5",2X$) 
CALL CHKEOrCIE2R) 
READ (0"IJ20) VALUE 
F01U1AT (GI4.6) 

#13 

/C IF !£?~ = 0~ ALL OK. IF lE~~ < 0" Ir1?UT ERRO?" SO ~ETP.Y. 

/c IF IE~R > ~" EOF (CTRL-Z) SO INPUT DONE. 
/ 
/ 

/ 
/1210 
/ 

/ 

IF (IE~~) 210.1292,,330 
SUM= SUH+VALUE 

AVERAG= Se:-;/(I-l) 
VRITE (0,,1210) SUM" AVER~G 
YORMAT ('35UM ~ '"G14.6,,' AVE~AG~ = '"G14.6//) 
(:10 TO 100 
END 
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r'!N?UT EqRQR" (,H.l\NGE FOR FRTS ?ALP.-V9E 06/~5/75 ?AGE 3 

Z016 
3025 
~034 

3~36 

~100 

0143 

0320 

/OVZ~LAYING FRTS ~ITH THESE ?ATCHES 
/ 

/ !. 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 2. 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 5. 
/ 
/ 

ASSEMBLE THIS SOU~CE FILE YITH ?AL8 

.R ?AL8 
*INERR<INERR 

OVERLAY USING A8SLDn 

.R ABSLD? 
*DEV:FRTS.SV/I 
*INER~$ (THESE ?ATCHES) 

U?DATE VERS IOi--i 

.ODT 

5534/ 4'2J40 304'3 (CfI,-4NGE" •• TO "X U) 

'!'C 

SAVE NE~ VERSION 

.SA DEV:FRTS 0-7577~122a0-13777~15403-17577;203=22ee 

/DEFINITIONS FROM FRTS: 

VEOFS".,J= 16 
EOLS'.r= 25 
E~R= 34 
r-lCDF= 36 
H-,~ND= 1021 

LIT40= 14~ /ACTUALLY A PAGE ~ LITERAL 

TTY= 323 
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?AL8-V9B L6/05/75 ?AGE 4 

/ACTUA.L CK.L\NGES TU FRT S: 

2/-135 *2435 /'!NE:q' - OLD E;:tROq CA.LL~ ILLSGAL Ci-L4?.ACTE?. 

32435 5240 JH? INERl /GO A SAFE PLACE TO CALL NET! £R~O~ 

244~ *2440 l'INDCPT'+2 - TTIO DEC Ir·i.£\L PO!r-ITS SEEN 

~2440 4770 INERI.l J~'1S I AINERI /CALL NE~l ERRO~ - SAFE~ PLACE 

25~6 *2506 /' INE' +1 - TT:!O "Ens SEEN 

32506 5240 Jl1? INE?l /CO CALL NE~! ~Q'OI'\H 
:.-: •• :..\..1 •• 

2570 *2570 /' INES~..r' +1 - liAS FREE 

0257a 7400 AINE~l~ I~ERX 

/CHANGE TO L INPUT CO~VERSION 

263Z *2633 ,'LlNGCH'+ll - ILL~GAL CHAR~CTEP. SEEN 

~263g 4763 ~JHS I AINcR2 /CALL NEV ERRO~ ROUTINE 

2763 *2763 /'HCY'+l - VAS FREE 

02763 7400 AINER2~ INERX 

22 
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?AL8-V9B 36/35/75 PAGE 5 

/Cl-H~r!GE ADDRESS OF INPUT ER:{OR CALL IN E'R~O? LI ST 

4614 *4614 .r.:!AS • Ir--JER e - ADD~ESS CORRES?OND ING TO 

34614 7427 

/CK~NGE LINK YO~D TO eL?BUFE e 

7371 *7371 

~7371 7422 LPBUFE 

/ADD NE':! ~OUTINE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE L?T PING 
/ 3UFFE~ SECTION. REQU!?.ES TH..:'\T THE LINKS TO THIS 
/ SECTION ALSO BE CK~NGED TO N~J BUFFER STA?T. 

7400 *7400 

07403 ~0a0 INE~X" a /S?ECIAL HAl'lDL IN'G FOR INPUT EP.~OR 

~74al 7203 CLA 
37l·g2 1100 TAD P..AND /15 THE IN?U7 THR:J THE TTY? 
~7423 1221 TAD ~':TTY 

374Z4 76sa SNA CLA 
074~5 1016 TAD VEOFS!..] /yES" HAS SYITCH BEEN C::'="T? -~ ... 
011136 7450 SNA 
·37407 4434 INER.R" J~1S I E~R ,'NOT TTY OR. NOT c:: .... .,.. 

~J:.l UP 
131410 4436 J~S I HCDF /TTY & SET up" HAKE A CDF 
fJ7411 3212 DCA • +1 
?J1412 7432 HLT /EXECUTE THE CDF TO THE 
07413 7240 STA / FIELD OF VARIABLE AND 
27414 3417 DCA ! VEOFST.J+l / SET 11A.NT I SSA TO 7777,,0 
~7415 6201 CDF 0 / T.JHI CH IS NEGATIVE. 
07416 1140 TAD LIT40 /NO~J SET 'EOLSU e TO A SPACE" 
27417 31325 DCA EOLS";,! / FORCING REST OF LINE TO 
07420 5630 J;\tlo -.. I INERX / SPACES ( • EOLINE e RESETS IT) 
01421 746~ MTTY" -TTY 

7422 LPBUFE=. /NE~·r START OF BUFFER SECT ION 
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r' IN?UT £?:i.OR" CHANGE FOR FRTS ?AL8-V9B 06/35/75 ?AGE 6 

FIELD 1 

/CKt\NGE TO 3.,!) IN?UT CONVERSION ROD i'Ir·1ES (D.? F?? ONLY) 

6450 *16453 /'DIND'+1 - DOUBLE "ouS SEEN 

16453 5321 JH? DINE~? /GO TO t-!E~..! E~?O? CALL 

6516 *16516 /'DINER' - ILLEGAL CHA~ACTER I tJ I r-.J'"?:JT 

16516 5321 JHP DINERR /GO TO SAFER ?LACE 

6521 *16521 /'DIDCPT'+2 - TWO DEC !r1..!\L POINTS SEEN 

16521 4763 DIl.jE~R., JHS I AINER3 /CALL NET:! ER~OR ~OU!INE 

6563 *16563 /' DIN E s!;. , + 1 - TJAS FREE 

16563 74a0 AINER3., INE-tlX 

/CFANGE LINK ~OR.D TO 'U'BUFE' 

7372 *17~72 /A"T END OF -L?BUF7- (EAE O::{ F?P) 

17372 7422 L?BUFE 

$$$$$$ 
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OtC1W\'atL 4-D RrrS .fb defet:t:f. de.~l+ aeQA"tt-t 

pet,,*" I~p&d- ttM4 «> ~u.y Lta.-re spac:~s; 
(RC:rS. U-aA) 

2177 / 24J.J;D 

2S7l / K"X It JC 
2572. / J(X.te ~ 

Z14-3/7bf.l 

ssas / ~4,s 

%S7.f ~ 

3'64f.~ 
52",,) 

'z,,~~ 

'-24 ~ 

Clt4MS~ liIcmI: o..d~ s s .~ 
X, 6, F, ~ 'iepcd- .~.fs. 

~'D(!A oD- - se..+ d~~CLff...fo of 
~MP XQEFDl' - 30 .fo ~ f,farf 

b.A 8- i,f\Dre -fnUlt"e e,-.tks 
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2. e"~ M ~~ a..w. ~e. CDAl&t~ e.. ... lA:t -krMAMa.4ifNI 

of ~D ~ff Sm.ti3~ s~e..s. 

54-S1./ L'31 71tPGf ~ -
rJ5452' 1._%.$ 1931 , 
11~4 5"3, 3f12S "1.1/2.5+ 
tP~4 54-\ I.IJa2 3,s2.$~ 
GS54-SS\ 74-3~ 7f1t;14-.f, 
i15" i-5 ,\ 7"''' 1. 1.1,63 2. ) 

Ie • c.u. 
l'T1t() DPer<1." -

'~ ~D Aa-::t. fi 
''DcA A~c'j..· 
tfR.4LU 

IImDO~L" 
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C DEMO OF MIXED FORTRAN/SABR CODIN6~ ALI.OWED IN 
e OS-8. THIS LETS US DO PRIMES THAT ARE "REAL" 
e (FLOAT!.G NOS.) AND LARGER THAN 2147. 

S dMP tTAG /~UMP TO START OF PROGRAM 

.S CPAGE 17 ~MAKE SURE THERE-S ROOM ,oa FOLLOWINGa 

S LINEFD~ 212 
S "INUS6~ -6 
S COUNT.. 

5 
S 
S 
S 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 

£.JECT. • 
TAD IIINUS6 
!)eA COUNT 
TAD LINUD 

LOOPl, TLS 
VAlTI TSF 

"liP WAIT 
iSZ COUIIT 
"liP 1.00PI 
CLA eLL 
"lIP I &JECT 

;SUBR. FOR qUICK VEltTICAL TAB 

.,TYPE IT 
~DO.E YET! 
1110 
/YES. DORE 6 YET? 
INO 
IYES, CLEAN OUT 212 
ntARDVAR£ RETURN TO MAIN PROG. 
IGDmRATES 2 INSTRUCTIONS 

C THE ABOVE 15 A PURELY LOCAL SU2ROUTINE 
C AU. 0,. IT CM BE CUT OUTI EVEN -"liP 'TAG"~ IF 
C YOU AR£Ne T lRTERESTED 111 "&JECT". IF SO, 
C THEN .THE TAG "'TAG- CAB GO .. TOO. CF. BELOV. 

s 
s 
s 

tTAG, CLA eLL 
TAD (233' 
DCA 'ZERO 

C BACK TO FOR.TRAN I 

IDENORKALIZE "ZERO" 
liST WORD OF ·ZERO" 
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C DO A CIVl..F TO START. 

91 WRITE (1#358) 
XOUBT!l-1 

s "itS EdECT ~6 LINE FunS 

C "ZERO" IS A FAKE VlUT£--SEE FORIIAT 

READ (J.35.).80TII 
-IF (BOTII - 5.) 1.2.2 

2 WRITE (l.a •• ).ZERO. 
READ (1,35.)6TOP 

"IP (5.£6 - TOP) 2.3.3 
3 CONTINUE 

..1115 &JECT ~6 I.IR£ FaDS 

C SHalAJllGAliS TO IfAKE ."BOTtl.. M ODD NUIIB£Ra 

80TII - BOTlU2 •• ZERO 
BOTM • 2 •• aOTM • J. 

C DID OF SHEIf_1GMS. INITIALIZE "VALtJEW, 

VALUE • BOTII - 2. 

C ---c OUTER LOOP, >----------
.1 VALUE • VALUE + a. 

IP (VALUE - TOP) 11.11,9. 
II FACTOR • I. 

C ----------c INNER LOOP, .---

21 FACTOR • FACTOR • 2. 
QUOT - VALUEJFACTOR 
FIXIT • IUOT • ZERO 
IF (FIXIT - QUOT) 21111 •• 8 

21 IF (QUOT - FACTOR) 51.a1121 

c -------------------·-~------c LOOPS EMD HERE .------

. ~8 
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C AU. POSSI8LE FACTons FAILED.. SO IT· S PlUME. 

S8 KOUNTa-XOUNTR+1 
VRI T£ (I .. 3"~ • KOUNTL VALUE 
GO TO 18 

C INFINITE PROGRAL TILl. HALTED (tC WILL DO IT). 

II. FORIIAT (-80TTOII VALUL ~31 e .. Fl •• ) 
2e. FORIIAT (e TOP VAl-tIL .... ,. ••• ) 

C THE SII.J.Y Fe •• IS TH£ ONLY VAY TO GET IT TO 1I'tPE TEXT . 
C WEll VE INHIBIT THE CRn.F BY US18G A CO!tIIA (SEE PROGRAM LIRES 
C I AND 2.. PREV. PAGE). 

3.. FORMAT (14.IX .. FJI •• ) 
358 FORHAT ,".1 .• ) 

DID 
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